In part I of this research, it was shown that the simplified bucket method in the PSU/NCAR MM4 system had an apparent tendency to overestimate surface evapotranspiration (ET) when the long-term observational data from the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program are used for veri fication. It was demonstrated that a Penman-Monteith (PM) method could effectively reduce the degree of overestimating surface ET. An examina tion of the impact of satellite data insertion, using a variational Four-Di mensional Data Assimilation (FDDA) technique proposed by Gal-Chen (1983 ), on the model's estimation of surface ET is performed in the second part of this research. It shows that when the bucket method is in use the assimilation of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) temperature measurements helps the model make better estima tion of surface ET owing to a significant decrease of potential ET resulting fr om a pronounced decrease of skin temperature and the associated mois ture gradient at the ground surface. When the PM method is in use, the assimilation of GOES data tends to decrease the temperature and the asso ciated mixing ratio depression at the lowest model level during the data assimilation period, and thus, the potential ET is decreased during the suc ceeding simulation period. Therefore, the model using the PM method is able to more correctly estimate latent heat flux afte r the data assimilation period. It reveals that Gal-Chen's FDDA algorithm of assimilating GOES data provides the model with the PM method a greater possibility of yield ing the most accurate estimation of surface ET. The GOES data insertion would allow the model using the bucket method to gain a higher probabil ity of making a more accurate estimation of latent heat flux than the model using the PM method without GOES data insertion. Even only satellite data 
effectively reduce the degree of overestimating surface ET. An examina tion of the impact of satellite data insertion, using a variational Four-Di mensional Data Assimilation (FDDA) technique proposed by Gal-Chen (1983 ), on the model's estimation of surface ET is performed in the second part of this research. It shows that when the bucket method is in use the assimilation of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) temperature measurements helps the model make better estima tion of surface ET owing to a significant decrease of potential ET resulting fr om a pronounced decrease of skin temperature and the associated mois ture gradient at the ground surface. When the PM method is in use, the assimilation of GOES data tends to decrease the temperature and the asso ciated mixing ratio depression at the lowest model level during the data assimilation period, and thus, the potential ET is decreased during the suc ceeding simulation period. Therefore, the model using the PM method is able to more correctly estimate latent heat flux afte r the data assimilation period. It reveals that Gal-Chen's FDDA algorithm of assimilating GOES data provides the model with the PM method a greater possibility of yield ing the most accurate estimation of surface ET. The GOES data insertion would allow the model using the bucket method to gain a higher probabil ity of making a more accurate estimation of latent heat flux than the model using the PM method without GOES data insertion. Even only satellite data insertion will enable the model to show a better estimation of surface ET. A nudging technique is shown to enhance the advantages of the proposed FDDA algorithm by making the model generate a more realistic estimation of surface ET. The nudging technique results in a further decrease of the skin temperature, temperature at the lowest model level and the accompa nying moisture content at the ground surface and at the lowest model level during the data assimilation period.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last several decades there has been steady improvement in the forecasting of large-scale weather systems by Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models. The problem of solving the governing hydrodynamic equations is well known as an initial-value problem. If the present state of the atmosphere is not accurately known, it is also impossible to have a "perfect" numerical model to accurately predict the future state of the atmosphere. There are several types of observations that are useful in defining the mesoscale state of the atmosphere for numerical modeling. One is geostationary satellite data with sounding capability, and an other is Doppler radar data. These can provide the detailed structure of mesoscale features as initial conditions for numerical models in order to make accurate predictions. In this study the retrievals from the geostationary satellite are assimilated into the modeling system in the hope of improving the model performance.
The concept of merging two separate functions of objective analysis and numerical model prediction to better describe the state of the atmosphere is now commonly described as Four Dimensional Data Assimilation (FDDA, Charney et al. 1969) . The fulfillment of this concept has proven to lead to a major advance in NWP (Morel 1981; Roads and Maisel 1991; Derber and Wu 1998) . Two major types of FDDA techniques have been used operationally and in research. The first is an intermittent process of initializing an explicit prediction model, using the subsequent forecast (typically 3-12 hour) as a first guess in a static 3-dimensional objec tive analysis step. In this technique, all the available non-conventional observations from sat ellites and commercial airplanes, etc., are fully utilized during the process of objective analy sis, which is then followed by a period of model integration, before the process for another data assimilation cycle is repeated. Techniques based on intermittent data assimilation have been used at most of the world's major operation centers, such as the United States National Centers for Environmental Prediction, (DiMego 1988) , and the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), (Hollingsworth 1986) . The second major type of FDDA technique is a continuous dynamic assimilation with forcing functions being added to the governing model equations to gradually "nudge" the model state toward the observations (Anthes 1974; Davies and Turner 1977; Hoke and Anthes 1976) . The later technique has been used operationally at the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO), for both global (Lyne et al. 1982) and regional (Bell 1986 ) data assimilation systems. In this research an intermittent FDDA algorithm devised by Gal-Chen (1983 ) is utilized. An analysis-nudging technique is also designed to further enhance the advantage of this FDDA method. Basic issues concerning nudging techniques can be found in Seaman (1990, 1991) . Cram and Kaplan (1985) assimilated horizontal gradients of satellite-derived temperature and moisture fields into a mesoscale model by variationally blending them with model-simu lated gradient during the objective analysis step of an intermittent FDDA scheme. Their varia tional VAS (Visible Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer, VISSR, Atmospheric Sounder) model impact approach accommodated the mesoscale horizontal structure of the VAS retrievals, but did not include vertical coupling between vertical model levels. Although the Cram and Kaplan experiment showed that using VAS temperature retrievals yielded a positive impact on the convective destabilization in their model, the net result of their study was that the impact of VAS was generally small. Gal-Chen et al. (1986) added vertical coupling to the assimilation cycle by using a three-dimensional variational approach within the intermittent assimilation framework. In Gal-Chen's technique, the mean vertical structure and horizontal gradients in ferred from simulated satellite data were inserted into the model without destroying the fine vertical structure created by the model. Thus, the strengths of the satellite observing system (increased temporal and horizontal resolution) are emphasized while avoiding its major weak ness (poor vertical resolution). Aune et al. (1987) applied a variation of this approach by assimilating satellite-derived thickness data into an adiabatic regional-scale model. They found that Gal-Chen's algorithm did have a positive impact on the model's prediction of the strength and movement of a dry frontal zone. The general properties of the old VAS system, the new Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) continuous sounders and the as sociated temperature and moisture retrieval algorithms are reported in Chester et al. (1982) , King (1956) , Kaplan (1959) , Liou (1980) , Chedin et al. (1985) , Smith (1970 ), Jedlovec (1986 , Kalnay et al. (1990) , Thompson (1992) , Mensel and Purdom (1994) , and Hayden et al. (1996) .
It is worth mentioning that the temperature measurements from the GOES, which are used in this study, are retrieved quantities based on the radiance observed by the sounders residing on the satellite. The "retrieval" or "inversion" process, whereby satellite radiances are converted to atmospheric temperature profiles, has some rather subtle properties and error characteristics (Eyre 1987) . The inversion problem is mathematically ill-posed, i.e., an infinite number of profiles are consistent with the radiance measurements, and additional constraints are required to choose between the possible profiles. This means that the retrieved profile will contain both observed information from the radiances and unobserved information imposed by the additional constraints. This leads to errors in the retrievals that are correlated in both the vertical and horizontal directions. These characteristics may make the data difficult to use "effectively" in conventional NWP analysis schemes. Thus, there is a growing trend in focus ing attention on how some of the problems may be removed or minimized if the radiance information is used more directly within the NWP system. What needs to be addressed, is that the necessity for an "inversion" or "retrieval" operation associated with the use of satellite observed radiances is not removed, but is transferred into the data assimilation system. Mea sures for directly assimilating radiance data were initiated by Eyre (1987) . A preliminary im pact study of directly assimilating radiance data on the forecasts of the ECMWF global model was presented by Eyre and Lorenc (1989) and Eyre et al. (1993) . It shows that the use of cloud cleared satellite radiances directly in the construction of mass, momentum, and moisture fields in the Spectral Statistical Interpolation (SSI) analysis system Derber 1992, Derber et al. 1991) of the NCEP global analysis-forecast system, eliminates the need to first construct radiosonde-like temperature and moisture soundings from the radiance observations. During the test period, the new system produced large increases in forecast skill on the geopotential height and wind at all levels in the Southern Hemisphere, and throughout the troposphere in the Northern Hemisphere (Caplan et al. 1997) .
In part I of this research (Chen and Lamb 1997, hereafter, CL97) , a Penman-Monteith (PM) method of estimating potential evapotranspiration (ET) over land area is introduced into the Pennsylvania State University/National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model version 4 (PSU/NCAR MM4) system. The use of the PM method enables the model to have pronounced capability to correctly estimate the latent heat flux, sensible heat flux, net radia tion at the ground surface, low-level temperature and moisture, etc. Gal-Chen's FDDA tech nique of assimilating satellite-derived temperature is applied in the second part of this research to study the impact of satellite data insertion on the model's estimation of surface ET. Issues of geostrophic adjustment within a mesoscale model due to the insertion of mesoscale tempera ture information, a brief discussion of Gal-Chen's FDDA algorithm and the design of an analy sis-nudging scheme to enhance Gal-Chen's FDDA algorithm are outlined in Section 2 and the appendix. The necessity and outcome from the observing system simulation experiments are in Section 3. Comparisons of the estimated latent heat flux to that from the use of the bucket and PM methods, with or without GOES data insertion, are in Section 4. Section 5 contains the final summary and conclusions of this research.
THE VARIATIONAL FDDA TECHNIQUE AND THE OBSERVATIONAL DATA SET USED FOR VERIFICATION
To study the impact of satellite data insertion on the PSU/NCAR MM4 (Anthes 1977; Anthes and Warner 1978; Anthes et al. 1987) system's estimation of surface ET, a variational FDDA technique initiated by Gal-Chen (1983) , for assimilating satellite retrievals, is utilized in this study. In 1983 Gal-Chen proposed a variational FDDA algorithm which makes good use of the improved temporal (up to every half hour, in principle) and horizontal spatial (30 to 60 km) resolutions of geostationary satellite data, such as the old VAS residing on GOES-7 or the new continuous sounder deployed on GOES-8 and GOES-9. The concepts of this FDDA technique is that the model's predicted temperature and the adjusted temperature are as close as possible to each other, in a least-square sense, during the data assimilation period, and at the same time, the adjusted temperature should match the requirements imposed by the GOES observation. Namely, the adjusted temperature is subject to the constraint set by the GOES meas;urements. In practice, Gal-Chen's technique is to: (1) replace the model's predicted vertically-averaged temperatures (including all of the vertical levels in the atmosphere and the ground surface) with those derived from satellite data (illustrated in Fig. 2 . 1); and : the bottom one is from ground surface to 500 mb, and the top one from 500 to 50 mb. Each thickness layer con tains several model levels (dashed lines). The mean temperature of each thickness layer is computed bas ed on the model levels in that layer. As shown in this figure, T 1 and T2 are the mean temperature for the top and bottom layer, respectively. Therefore, the skin temperature Tg, tempera ture at the lowest model level Ta, and temperature at the top of the model atmosphere T top can be expressed as T 1 + T ;, T 1 + T:, and T2 + T:OP, respectively. The corresponding mean temperature of each thickness layer is computed based on the satellite observed temperature in the same layer.
-sat -sat E.g. , T for layer 1 and T for layer 2. Gal-Chen's FDDA scheme is
-sat to replace T 1 and T2 by T 1 and T 2 on each model grid, respectively, during the data assimilation period.
(2) adjus t the model's geopotential fields according to the model's original geopotential fields and the newly modified geopotential fields (based on the newly adjusted temperature fields), such that the imbalance between the mass and wind fields due to satellite data insertion is minimized.
In this way, information from larger vertical scales provided by satellite measurements is inserted into the modeling system, while that from finer vertical scales generated by numerical models is left untouched during the satellite data as similation period. The mathematical for mulation of Gal-Chen's algorithm are briefly reviewed in the appendix. At firs t glance, it is unclear whether the insertion of satellite-derived temperature data will effectively modify the wind and moisture fields, and consequently the latent heat flux (LHF) coming from the ground surface, in a mesoscale model. Traditional linear theory (Rossby 1937 (Rossby , 1938 Cahn 1945; Bolin 1953; O kland 1970; Blumen 1972; Schoenstadt 1977) states that the critical parameter in a geostrophic adjustment process is the Rossby radius of deformation, LR. For a shallow water system, this radius is defined as LR = � , where g is the acceleration due to gravity, f the Coriolis parameter, and H the equivalent depth of the weather or fluid system. For scales that are smaller than L R , the mass field should adjust to the wind field, while for scales that are larger than L R , the wind field adjusts to the mass field. As discussed by Kuo et al. (1987) , for a continuously stratified atmosphere, the adjustment prob lem should be examined by separating the atmosphere's vertical structure into several vertical modes, in order to determine the equivalent depth of each mode. For the MM4 system used in this research, Errico (1986) performed a vertical mode analysis and found that the equivalent depth (H) of the first external mode is 6,890 m, while that of the first internal mode is 476 m. For the smallest internal mode, the equivalent depth is only 0.003 m. With such a wide range of equivalent depths, the corresponding Rossby radius of deformation ranges from 2,772 km to less than 2 km. Consequently, if the inserted data are projected onto several vertical modes on horizontal scales both larger and smaller than LR, simultaneous adjustment in the mass and wind fields will occur. Hence, the information provided by remotely sensed temperature data that is assimilated wouldremain in the modeling system and render some impact on the model's behavior after the data assimilation period (see also Gal-Chen 1983; and Chen 1996) .
The observational data sets used for verification are those from the Southern Great Plain (SPG) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) site (Stokes and Schwartz 1994) . The estimated surface ET from the model is contrasted with the corresponding observations from the SGP ARM site. The measurement of surface ET and the associated observational error characteristics are discussed in Chen (1996) . In addition, observational data, such as LHF, sensible heat flux (SHF), net radiation flux at the ground surface (R ), near surface air temperanot ture, near surface moisture content and surface pressure, taken from three observational stations in the SGP ARM site (i.e., E9 at 36.43°N, 98.28°W; E13 at 36.6°N, 97.48°W; and E15 at 37.13°N, 97.26°W, as shown in Fig. 3 .1 of CL97) are averaged and used for verification against model simulation results from the model grid that is closest to the 3 SGP ARM observation stations, which is located at 36.24°N and 97.64°W. Net radiation flux at the ground surface 795 air density at the lowes t model level, friction velocity, Monin-Obukhov length, roughnes s length and stability parameter, are not routinely obs erved at the SGP ARM site, and some are parameterized based on different surface layer similarity theories (A nthes et al. 1987) . In other words , there are no complete observational data that can be used as verification to examine the quantities respons ible for the adjustment of LHF estimation, due to satellite data ins ertion. Therefore, there is a need to perform the OSSEs to quantitatively unders tand what variables are adjusted, owing to satellite data ins ertion, and their relative contributions to the model es timation of LHF. The atmosphere in the control run of the OSSE is regarded as the "true" atmosphere. Many unobs erved quantities from the control run serve as the "observations " from the "true" atmosphere. One can then utilize thes e unobs erved quantities to clearly iden tify how the variables in the surface layer are adjus ted, and recognize the factors influencing the model's estimation of surface ET as simulated satellite data are ins erted. Temperature fields from the model with a grid dis tance of 60 km are regarded as the satellite retrieved temperature and are ass imilated into model runs with a grid dis tance of 100 km. It is then pos s ible to quantitatively examine the impact of satellite data insertion on the model performance.
Updating and Objective Analysis Procedures
As has been done in other simulation experiments, a control run was designed to simulate aspects of the real atmosphere. Once the control run was defined, the atmosphere simulated by the control run was henceforth treated as the "real" atmosphere. The model run with a grid distance of 60 km is chosen to be the control run because the approximate resolution of geosta tionary satellite data is 60 km. Next, the simulated atmosphere is "observed" in a manner which is somewhat similar to that of a geostationary satellite with sounding capability. Ac cording to the concept of Gal-Chen's FDDA technique, an assumption is made that only ver tically averaged temperatures between the surface and 500 mb and between 500 and 50 mb can be inferred from the satellite observations. Thus, the temperature profile "observed" by the geostationary satellite consists of two layers of mean temperature in the atmosphere ( Fig. 
2.1).
The same model with a grid distance of 100 km (MIOO, hereafter) using a smaller amount of sounding data (than the ones used for the initialization of the model with 60 km resolution)
to constitute the initial condition is employed to assimilate the two layers of mean temperature "observed" by the satellite. During the time integration of the MlOO, there are periodic inser tions of simulated satellite mean temperature to adjust the model's predicted temperature. This procedure essentially involves implementing the variational scheme discussed in Section 2.
The updating or data assimilation period lasts for 12 hours (hrs). The frequency of satellite data insertion varies from 13 insertions (every hr) to one single insertion in the updating period.
This assimilation procedure is designed to see whether the finer time resolution of geostation ary satellite data can compensate for the poor vertical resolution. Once the data assimilation cycle is over, the integration of the MlOO proceeds in its usual manner. Comparisons of sur face ET from the MlOO to that from the control run are then made to assess the impact of inserting simulated satellite data on the model's estimation of surface ET. A time line showing the sequence of the data assimilation and the succeeding simulation (or forecast) period is illustrated in Fig. 3 .1.
In summary, the updating and objective analysis procedure consists of the following steps:
1) generating a simulated (or "real") atmosphere from the control run;
2) taking part of the domain of the control run, such as the inner square area shown in Fig. 3 .2, as the available "satellite" measurement area with the temperature fields in the "satellite" measuring area then taken as the sounding retrievals;
3) deriving the mean temperature structure for the bottom half and top half of atmosphere from "satellite" observations; 4) objectively analyzing the available "satellite" mean temperature data in each layer onto the grids of the MlOO by using the Cressman successive scan technique (Cressman 1959) , in which four passes are used, with a smaller radius of influence for each pass, i.e., 635, 508, 381, and 254 km, respectively; 5) running the MlOO (using a smaller amount of sounding data) and imposing a 12-hour data assimilation period with various satellite data insertion frequencies. The satellite data inser tion frequencies range from every one hr (13 insertions), every 2 hrs (7 insertions), every 3 hrs (5 insertions), every 4 hrs (4 insertions), every 6 hrs (3 insertions), every 12 hrs (2 Fig. 3 .2. The computational domain of the model used in this study. The inner square is the simulated satellite data area used in the observing system simulation experiment.
insertions) to only 1 insertion at the first hour of data assimilation period.
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The purpose of inserting data at different frequencies is to examine (i) whether the "satel lite" measurements would have a positive impact on the model's estimation of surface ET; (ii) whether more frequent "satellite" data insertion would create a more positive impact on the model's estimation of surface ET. At the end of the updating procedure, the MlOO is inte grated in a conventional way. The subsequent output in the forecast period from the MlOO is compared to that from the control run. The degree of impact on the model's estimation of surface ET due to different "satellite" data insertion rates is then evaluated.
Root mean square (RMS) errors (unit: wm-2) for estimating LHF from various data inser tion rates during a 25-48 hr forecast period are shown in Table 3 .1. Hourly average surface ET due to 1, 7, and 13 times of "satellite" data insertion rate are shown in Fig. 3 .3a, b and c, respectively. It can be seen that even a single "satellite" data assimilation can obviously re duce the amplitude differences of daytime surface ET when compared the case without satel lite data insertion. On the other hand, a higher data assimilation rate do�s not cause the model to show better estimations of surface ET due to much more imbalance between mass and momentum fields being invoked by more frequent data insertion, as can be evaluated by the evolution of the noise parameter (Bleck 1977) during the data assimilation period (Fig. 3.4 ). In the case of more frequent data insertion, the model needs to take more time to remove the imbalance in the ensuing fo recast period. Consequently, it shows that the model does not necessarily make better estimations of surface ET when there is a higher data assimilation rate, as shown in Fig. 3 .3c and Fig. 3 .4a. The RMS errors of estimating LHF which result from 7 data insertions are less than those resulting from 13 insertions (Table 3 .1). The lesson learned from the experiment is, then, that a single "satellite" data insertion is good enough to force the model to improve its estimation of the surface ET.
Discussion
The formulation of the bucket method used by the MM4 is as follows:
M: moisture availability, ranging from 0 to I (CL97); E P : potential ET� Lv: latent heat of vaporization
k a Z 1 P a is air density at the lowest model level; k is the von Karman constant (0.4 ); u * is friction velocity; z a is the height of the lowest model level; Z1 is the depth of the molecular layer; 'Ph is the nondimensional stability parameter based on the similarity theory; qsat (T g ) is the satu ration mixing ratio at T g; Tg is the skin or surface temperature; q a is the mixing ratio at the lowest model level; k a is the molecular diffusivity.
The estimation of surface ET by the bucket method is mainly affected by the relative magnitudes of (1) ( 4 ) qs a t ( T g) -qa , moisture gradient between the ground surface and lowest model level in the atmosphere, term D hereafter.
Of these, only term D is directly affected by the adjustment of surface temperature. The following formula is used to detect the percentage of adjustment of these four terms owing to insertion of "satellite" temperature data during the data assimilation period.
T -T T -T
where T can be term A, B, C, or D; the subscripts 0, 13, and 07 stand for 0, 13, and 7 times of data insertion, respectively. In addition, an examination of the relative contribution (weight) of these four terms to the estimation of surface ET is made. ET is LE . If ET= Ax Bx C X D, then ln ET = ln A+ ln B v p + lnC + Zn D and, dET dA dB dC dD 
The adjustme nt s of A, B, C, and D an d their relative contributions to the cal cul ation of su rf ace ET du ring the data assimilation period du e to "satellite " te mperatu re dat a insertion are thus evaluated. It turns out th at the adju stmen t of te rm A is always less than 5% an d it is the refore negle cted. The me an percentage of adju stment of B, C an d D, q (T) an d q (T ) during the dat a assimisat g sat a lation period versus di fferent data inse rtion rate s is sh own in Fig . 3 . 5a. This fig ure shows that the B and C terms increased in value after adju stment, i.e., positive · adju stment, while the D term dec re ase d. It can be se en, from Fig . 3 .5b , th at friction velocity an d surface moisture gradient do minate the contributions to the su rface ET estimated by the mo del. Gre at er fri ction velocity me an s a ro ugher su rf ace. This me ans a greater possibility fo r sm all scale eddies (tu rb ulence) to gene rate , an d sub sequently more su rf ace moisture is able to evaporate into the ai r. In addition, a greate r su rface gradient me ans more moi st ure in th e so il can get into the .. 
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surface layer. As the data insertion rate increases, the amount of adjustment of B and C tends to decrease, and there is less adjustment of D. The mean relative percentage of contribution to ET by A, B, C and D versus different data insertion rates is shown in Fig. 3 .5b. Higher inser tion rates lead to a slight decrease in the contribution from B and D, while the contribution from C increases from 10% for 2 data insertions to 20% for 13 data insertions. It is therefore known that the insertion of simulated satellite temperature data will reduce the moisture gradient between the ground surface and lowest model level . Meanwhile the mean relative contributions to ET by A, B, C and D do not vary much. A decrease in moisture gradient between the ground surface and lowest model level will then lead to a decrease of potential ET, i.e., less moisture is available in the ground to evaporate. Thus, the MlOO de creases its degree of overestimation of surface ET after the data assimilation cycle.
Time series of percentage adjustment of A, B, C and D , and their relative contribution to ET, during the data assimilation period for 7 and 13 data insertions, are shown in Fig. 3 .6a and b, respectively. It is observed that 7 data insertions causes more obvious oscillation of friction velocity and moisture flux than 13 data insertions. The mean percentage adjustment of B, C and D, and their mean relative contributions to ET for 7 and 13 data insertions, are listed in Table 3 .2. In both cases, the relative contributions to ET of B, C and D are similar. A rate of 7 data insertions causes a smaller adjustment of B and C and a larger decrease in D. Thus, compared to 7 times of data insertion, 13 times of data insertion generates a worse estimation of surface ET after the data assimilation cycle (Table 3 .1).
In summary, during the data assimilation cycle, the contributions of ET due to air density of the lowest model level ( Pa ), friction velocity (u*), and exchange coefficient 0-1) are not dramatically adjusted (Fig. 3 .5b) as a result of "satellite" data insertion, whereas a significant decrease (30-40%) in moisture gradient between the ground surface and lowest model level [q (T )-q] is observed due to an effective decrease in the skin temperature resulting from sat g a "satellite" data insertion . The potential ET estimated by the bucket method is thus greatly reduced during the data assimilation period, and a weaker surface ET in the model therefore occurs in the succeeding simulation period. It is thus concluded that Gal-Chen's variational FDDA technique of assimilating satellite measurements is able to improve the model's estimation of surface ET. Even if there is only one insertion of "satellite" data, the bucket method will make a better estimation of daytime surface ET, owing to a significant reduction of potential ET because of a pronounced decrease in skin temperature and the associated moisture content in the model's ground surface.
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The formulation of the PM method derived in CL97 for the MM4 system is as follows:
where and
H is the ground heat flux (heat flow into the substrate); H is the sensible heat flux; a is the alb edo; Sis the solar constant, so (1-a )SJ, is the net sho:twave radiative flux; Lw J, is the downward longwave radiative flux; Eg is the emissivity of the ground surface; a is the Stefan Boltzmann constant; cpm is specific heat at constant pressure for moist air; T a is temperature of the lowest model level; q.at<T.) is the saturation mixing ratio at T.; R is the gas constant for dry air; P,rc is the surface pressure; and the stomata! resistance r , (as defined by the resistance under no water stress) is set at 90 sm·1 (following Monteith 1965; Pan 1990; and Pan et al. 1996) .
Similar OSSEs using the PM method are also conducted and the results show that the assimilation of "satellite" data improves the model's estimation of surface ET as well. A simi lar diagnostic procedure for the PM method is executed to evaluate the main factors leading to the improvement. It is shown that the key factors leading to an improvement in the model's estimating LHF are that:
1) temperature at the lowest model level (T) is decreased; and 2) Ea is decreased, by reason of a reduction of mixing ratio depression [q,.t(T) -q.] at the lowest model level during the data assimilation period.
The assimilation of "satellite" data reduces the potential ET as a result of a decrease of T a and the associated mixing ratio depression at the lowest model level during the data assimilation period. Thus, a more reasonable estimation of LHF by the model using the PM method is foreseeable after the data assimilation period.
REAL GOES DATA ASSIMILATION EXPERIMENTS
Several GOES retrieved temperature data sets in different seasons of 1995 are obtained from the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Services (NESDIS) to con duct real data assimilations. A similar updating procedure to the OSSEs is applied in the real GOES data assimilation experiments. Some characteristics of the GOES retrieved tempera ture and moisture data are listed as follows. a) The VAS instruments on GOES-6 and GOES-7 were replaced with a set of continuously operating sounders on GOES-8 and GOES-9 in late 1994, and 1995. b) The raw radiance data is archived once per hour with 18 channels. Thus, there are tempera ture and moisture data at 18 different height levels covering continental U.S. (Menzel and Purdom 1994) . c) The horizontal resolution of raw radiance data is about 10 x 10 km. Retrieved profiles (tem peratures and dewpoint temperatures) are routinely made every three hours and on 50X50 km grid.
d) The retrieval techniques were developed by NESDIS (Hayden et al. 1996) . It needs to be stated that the dates of GOES retrievals used in real data assimilation are days on which both the observations from the SGP ARM site and the model showed no rainfall event in the same area. There are two principal reasons for making this kind of selection. First, such a selection can give some clear indication of systematic differences in the diurnal cycle between model forecasts (due to the GOES data insertion) and observational data. The incom ing shortwave and longwave radiation and outgoing longwave radiation from the ground sur face would be reflected, absorbed or interfered by rain clouds. Surface energy balance processes, such as the partitioning between net radiation at the ground surface, LHF and SHF, would be altered by the existence of rain clouds or excessive cloudiness. Thus, the reasoning which leads to a proper explanation of why the model's performance is improved or not by insertion of the GOES data, would no longer be straightforward if there were excessive cloudiness or rain clouds over the SGP ARM site. Second, whether there are rain clouds or excessive cloudi ness over the SGP ARM site and the adjacent areas needs to be known. Then it is impossible to make sounding retrievals according to the GOES sounder observations (Hayden et al. 1996) . Data-void pockets will then appear. The use of the GOES data with too many data-sparse areas would produce excessive model noise and might lead to worse model simulations owing to mismatched gradients in the model (Cram and Kaplan 1985) .
Experiment Designs of Assimilating GOES Retrievals
The model with a grid distance of 100 km always starts at OOZ of a particular date. The real GOES data assimilation period (DAP) lasts for 12 hrs until 12Z. The procedure of the FDDA experiments is the same as that stated in subsection 3.1. The DAP is followed by 60 hrs of simulation/forecast period. The normal model run without GOES data insertion is denoted as OGSP. Five different ways of assimilating GOES data are as follows.
(1) Static initialization (denoted as lGSP, hereafter). The GOES data are incorporated into the temperature data in the initial condition file for the model to start its integration.
(2) Static initialization plus assimilation of all the available GOES data during the 12 hr OAP: 5GSP if the GOES data at OOZ, 03Z, 06Z, 09Z, and 12Z are all available; or 4GSP if the GOES data at OOZ, 03Z, 09Z, and 12Z are available, etc.
(3) Static initialization plus assimilation of the GOES data at 12Z only (2GSP).
(4) Static initialization plus nudging the model's temperature field toward the temperature field at 12Z, in which vertically averaged temperatures from the GOES data have replaced the model-generated vertically averaged temperatures (Ng2GSP). The nudging coefficient is set to 0.0006 (Anthes et al. 1987 ) during the DAP. The procedure for this kind of experi ment is illustrated in Fig. 4 . 1 a.
(5) Static initialization plus nudging the model's temperature field toward all the available temperature fields at 03Z, 06Z, 09Z, and 12Z, in which vertically averaged temperatures from the GOES data have replaced the model-generated vertically averaged temperatures (Ng5GSP or Ng4GSP, etc., Fig. 4 . lb).
The purpose of these experiments is to examine (i) the impact of the GOES data on the model performance, (ii) whether more real GOES data insertion results in better model perfor mance, and (iii) whether the proposed nudging technique can enhance the advantages of Gal Chen' s FDDA technique.
Quantities of interest, such as the skin temperature, LHF, SHF, Rnet' T a, q., qsat(T g) and qsat (T), are output at each time step (2.5 min) . The hourly averages of the model output on a model grid closest to the 3 observation stations in the SGP ARM site are compared to the corresponding observational data set. In the following discussion, the variations of surface fluxes, temperature and moisture for the daytime are mentioned more frequently than those at night since error in these surface fluxes during the daytime can penetrate over deep layers, and therefore affect the synoptic pressure fields (Beljaars et al. 1996) . The daytime is defined as 13Z to 24Z, or 07 to 10 local standard time at the SGP ARM site.
It should be noted that in the following discussions "1-24 hr forecast period" refers to the period which includes the 12 hr DAP and the following first 12 hr of the simulation period; "25-48 hr forecast period" means the period that is 13-36 hr after the DAP; and "49-72 hr forecast period" is the final 24 hr interval of the simulation period. Since the model always starts its integration at OOZ, with this way of separating the forecast periods, it will be very convenient to show the diurnal cycle of LHF and SHF, etc., in each Forecast Period (FP). The comparison of surface fluxes, temperature, and mixing ratio, and their diurnal variations re vealed by various FDDA experiments, can be easily made. ward the mixture of GOES temperature data and model-generated tem perature field at 12Z; and (b) nudging the model's temperature toward the mixture of all available GOES temperature data and model-gener ated temperature field at 03Z, 06Z, 09Z, and 12Z. Dashed lines stand for nudging technique being applied, and solid lines for no nudging technique. "GOES+model" means the vertically averaged temperature for the bot tom and top halves of the atmosphere in the restart file for the model are replaced by those from the GOES temperature data.
Assimilation of the GOES Temperature Data from October 16, 1995
The GOES sounding locations at OOZ, 03Z, 09Z, and 12Z (data at 06Z is missing) on October 16, 1995 are shown in Fig. 4 .2. Although the GOES sounding density varies much with time, the GOES data remains influential in all the fo llowing experiments owing to the application of the Cressman scheme, in which the model's temperature fields are used as a background information (Gal-Chen et al. 1986) . The domains of the mean vertical tempera ture differences between the GOES data and the model-generated data for the bottom and top halves of the atmosphere at OOZ and 12Z are illustrated in Fig. 4 .3. It can be seen from Fig. 4 . 3 that the bottom half of the mean vertical GOES temperature field is colder than the corre sponding model-generated mean vertical temperature fi eld in the central U. S., whereas, the Table 4 . 1, because the adjustment of these quantities are crucial factors for the model to make more reasonable estimation of surface ET, as discussed in the OSSEs. As can be seen from Fig. 4 .4, most of the time the GOES data insertion indeed cast a positive impact on the model's prediction of daytime LHF 12 hr after the DAP, but only minor improvement in the estimation of LHF by the PM method 36 hr after the DAP. One also notices that a higher frequency of GOES data insertion does not necessarily result in a more accurate estimation of daytime LHF (Fig. 4.4a vs. Fig. 4.4c) .
For the bucket method
It is observed from Fig. 4 .4a that static initialization (lGSP) with the bucket method gives a better estimation of daytime LHF than the 2GSP and 4GSP in all the FPs. The inclusion of GOES data from 4 time periods (4GSP) allows the model with the bucket method (hereafter, MBK) to make a significant improvement in estimating daytime LHF following the DAP (FP of 12-24 hr), and a minor improvement during the 49-72 hr FP, when compared to the OGSP ( Fig. 4.4c ). This improvement is mainly due to a significant reduction of mean T and q (T )-g sat g q 0 during the OAP. In comparison with the OGSP, the 4GSP shows a decrease in the mean T g from 14.74 to 12.23 °C and a 29% reduction of q (T) -q from 5.60 to 3.97 g/kg (Table 4 . 1 al sat g a vs. Table 4 .la4), such that the MBK has a higher probability of making a more accurate estimation of daytime LHF during the simulation period. It is noted that the 4GSP with the bucket method shows a poorer estimation of daytime LHF during the 25-48 hr FP (Fig. 4.4c ) due to an inappropriate prediction of skin temperature and the associated q,.t(T g ) -q , . During the 25-48 hr FP, mean T and q (T ) -q from the OGSP with the bucket method are 18.6 °C, and 2.62 gl g sat g a kg, respectively. In the same time period, the 4GSP with the bucket method results in an increase in mean T and q (T ) -q to 18. 7 °C and 5 .32 g/kg, respectively. That is, the moisture g sat g a content at the ground surface increases in the 4GSP such that the MBK generates a poorer estimation of the LHF during the FP of 25-48 hr. The same reason holds for the poorer estimation of the LHF for the 2GSP (Fig. 4.4b) . .
Nudging the model's _temperature toward the GOES data at 12Z leads to a great iµiprove ment in the ability of the MBK to estimate daytime LHF during the entire simulation period ( Fig. 4.4d) . The Ng2GSP resul. ts in a mean T g and q sat( T g) -q0 of 13.30 °C and 3.94 g/kg (Table   4 . la5) du,ring the DAP, respectively. The corresponding mean T g and q sac( T g ) -q0 from the 2GSP are 13.68 °C and 4.34 g/kg, respectively (Table 4. are greatly reduced during the OAP. There is a 40% reduction of q (T ) -q in the Ng4GSP as sat g a compared to the 4GSP, which means less soil moisture is available after the OAP in the Ng4GSP such that the model's capability to correctly estimate daytime LHF is greatly enhanced.
For PM method
The inclusion of GOES data can aid in enhancing the advantage of the PM method of estimating daytime LHF due to an effective decrease of T and q (T ) -q during the DAP in a sat a a the lGSP, 2GSP, and 4GSP, when compared to the OGSP (Table 4 .lb2, b3, b4). In addition, the incorporation of GOES data obviously enhances the advantage of the PM method over the bucket method in calculating daytime LHF. The RMS errors in estimating daytime LHF are 104 and 90 wm-2 during the FPs of 1-24 hr and 25-48 hr, respectively, from the OGSP with the PM method (Fig. 4.4a) . In contrast, the 1 GSP using the PM method causes the corresponding RMS errors to be lowered to 51 and 70 wm-2 (Fig. 4.4a) , respectively. When compared to the OGSP, the assimilation of 2 sets of GOES data, at OOZ and 12Z, also causes the model using the PM method (hereafter, MPM) to improve its calculation of daytime LHF (Fig. 4.4b ) in the FP of 1-24 hr and 25-48 hr due to a notable reduction of T and a 35% reduction of q (T )-q a sat a a during the DAP (Table 4 .1 b3). Relative to the OGSP, the assimilation of 4 sets of GOES data into the MPM leads to a significant decrease of T and a 43% decrease in q (T )-q during the a sat a a DAP (Table 4 . 1 b4). This then dramatically reduces the RMS errors for estimating daytime LHF immediately after the DAP and during the 25-48 hr FP (from 104 to 58 Wm-2 and from 90 to 52 wm-2, in the 1-24 hr and 25-48 hr FPs, respectively; Fig. 4.4c ). For the 49-72 hr FP, the positive influence of GOES data insertion on the model's estimation of daytime LHF is less pronounced. The RMS error is 41 wm-2 for the OGSP and is 34 wm-2 for the 4GSP with the PM method (Fig. 4.4c ). Nudging the model's temperature toward the GOES data at 12Z further decreases Ta to a mean value of 15.73 °C, and further decreases q s•t (T0) -q 0 to a mean value of 5.78 g/kg during the DAP (Table 4 .1 b5), such that the MPM is able to make a more reliable prediction of daytime LHF during the simulation period. The 2GSP results in RMS errors of 75, 83, and 41 wm-2 in the 1-24 hr, 25-48 hr, and 49-72 hr FPs (Fig. 4.4b) , respectively. The corresponding RMS errors from the Ng2GSP are 62, 45, and 29 Wm2• Nudging the MPM toward the 4 sets of GOES data further helps the model to generate a more accurate estimation of daytime LHF than the MPM without GOES data insertion, owing to a pronounced reduction of T 0 and a 62% decrease in q (T )-qa during the DAP (Table 4 .lb5). The resulting RMS errors during the 1-sat a 24 hr, 25-48 hr, and 49-72 hr FPs from the Ng4GSP with the PM method are 56, 42, and 27 Wm-2 (Fig. 4.4e) , respectively. With the PM method, the Ng4GSP and Ng2GSP lead to com parable RMS errors in estimating LHF owing to the fact that the degree of decrease in T . and in q (T )-q during the DAP from both experiments are similar to each other (Table 4 . 1 b5 sat a a and b6). It is also noted that the Ng4GSP with the bucket method leads to a better estimation of daytime LHF than the OGSP with the PM method during the ensuing simulation period (Fig. 4.  4e ) , because the potential ET is dramatically decreased as a result of significant reduction in surf ace moisture gradient. The results from the OGSP, lGSP, and Ng2GSP are taken as examples for the following discussion. Hourly averaged SHF, LHF, R , T, T or q in 3 different FPs are selectively Without the GOES data insertion, the MBK and MPM overestimate the daytime LHF by 116% and 88%, respectively (Fig. 4.5. la) . There is less evaporative cooling associated with the PM method, such that the skin temperature (T ) of the MPM is then 0.6 °C or 9% warmer g than that for the MBK (Fig. 4.5.ld) . This leads to an increase in SHF (Fig. 4.5 .lb) and a decrease in moisture content at the lowest model level (Fig. 4 .5. lf) during the daytime in the MPM. Less chance of low-level cloud formation is then expected due to the use of the PM method, thus, more incoming solar radiation is able to reach the model's ground surface and a higher R from the MPM is foreseeabl e . In this case, there is a 12% overestimation of R by net net the MBK and a 14% overestimation by the MPM (Fig. 4 .5.lc). The model without the GOES data insertion has a very poor capability of estimating the daytime Ta (Fig. 4 .5.le) because of inappropriate SHF simulation . The assimilation of GOES data at the beginning of the model integration ( 1 GSP) cools the model's low-level atmosphere and ground surface during the DAP owing to a cooler lower half of the atmosphere from GOES data in the central U. S. The T g and Ta are lowered (Fig. 4 . 6. lc and d) owing to the GOES data insertion, therefore water molecules have less kinetic energy to escape from the ground surface into the atmosphere. Thereafter, the degrees of over estimating daytime LHF by both the bucket and PM methods are decreased, with respective degrees of overestimation of 82% and 30% (Fig. 4.6 . la). The estimated R from the lGSP is net lowered and is more realistic (4% overestimation for the bucket method and 5% for the PM method) compared to that from the OGSP (Fig. 4.6 . lb), resulting from a weaker downward longwave radiation owing to a cooling of the model's low-level atmosphere when the GOES data are assimilated. Daytime qa is then more accurately estimated (Fig. 4.6 . le) due to the insertion of GOES data, as a result of less LHF from the model's ground surface.
Nudging the model's temperature toward the temperature field with the GOES tempera ture data at 12Z (Ng2GSP) causes the model's T and T to be even cooler than those from the g a OGSP (Fig. 4 . 7. le and d). This then leads to a more realistic estimation of daytime LHF by the MBK and MPM (Fig. 4.7 .la). The Rnet from the Ng2GSP has some time lag relative to obser vation (Fig. 4.7 .lb). This is due to some inaccurate prediction of the position and duration of low-level clouds over the SGP ARM site by the model. Because there is less LHF due to the GOES data insertion, q0 is more reasonably predicted. For the bucket method, the Ng2GSP causes mean daytime q 0 to decrease by 2.0 g/kg or 30% less compared to the OGSP. Using the PM method, the Ng2GSP generates a mean daytime qa that is consistent with the correspond ing observation (Fig. 4.7 .le).
For 25-48 hr forecast period
The overestimation of daytime LHF by the MBK without GOES data insertion (Fig. 4 .5. 2a) results in a moistening of the low-level atmosphere. Average qa is estimated to be 11 g/kg,
• 813 which is 100% greater than the corresponding observation (Fig. 4 .5.2c ). This would be fo l lowed by a greater chance of low-level cloud formation, wherein shortwave radiation has less probability of reaching the modd' s ground surface, hence, the MB K has an 14% underestima-tion of daytime R as shown in Fig. 4 .5.2b. The assimilation of GOES data cools the model' s net low-level atmosphere, therefore, the MBK shows an obvious improvement in the estimation of daytime LHF. The degree of overestimating q• in lGSP is then decreased (Fig. 4.6.2c ).
Since the PM method leads to less LHF (Fig. 4.6.2a) , the moisture variation at the lowest model level is then more realistic and is less humid than that from the OGSP (Fig. 4.6.2c) . Subsequently, more shortwave radiation is able to extent to the model's ground surface and the R estimation by the MPM is more accurate than that by the MBK (Fig. 4.6 .2b and 4.7.2). In this FP, the OGSP with the bucket method results in a stratiform rainfall rate of 55 Wm-2 (or 1.0 mm in this 24 hr period) at the SGP ARM site, yet there is no rainfall observed at the SGP ARM site during this time period. The rainfall event at the SGP ARM site produced by the MBK without GOES data insertion leads to an overestimation of q• and underestima tion of Rnet' (Fig. 4.5.3b and c) , owing to the existence of rain clouds and low-level cloudiness. The evaporation of rain drops further moistens the model's low-level atmosphere. A further increased possibility of low-level cloud formation is thus expected. There would be more chance for the incoming shortwave radiation to be blocked by these low-level clouds. Consequently, the MBK results in an 70% underestimation of R in this FP due to an incornet rect prediction of stratiform rainfall by the MBK without GOES data insertion. As qa is predicted to be too high, q (T ) -q is small enough (2.5 g/kg for the bucket method) to lead to sat g a underestimation of LHF during this FP (Fig. 4.5.3a) . However, the assimilation of GOES data leads the MBK to have no spurious rainfall at the SGP ARM site. Thereafter, the LHF esti mated by the lGSP with bucket method is more realistic (Fig. 4.6.3 ). It is found that the PM method in the OGSP, lGSP, and Ng2GSP does not lead to precipitation during this period of time. The overestimation of LHF by the PM method is mainly due to the inappropriate assign ment of stomatal resistance. The stomatal resistance is set too low (90sm-1) for this case in this time period (see CL97 for the discussion on stomatal resistance). It is thus concluded, from this case study, that the assimilation of GOES data sets via Gal Chen's FDDA algorithm has a positive impact on the model estimation of daytime LHF. The assimilation of the GOES data causes the MBK to lower the overestimation of the LHF and to have a higher possibility of making a better estimation of LHF than the MPM without GOES data insertion, which results from an effective decrease of T and the associated q (T ) -q g sat g a during the DAP. The bogus stratiform rainfall generated by the MBK is then eliminated due to the assimilation of GOES data which are relatively more stable than the model atmosphere as revealed in Fig. 4 .3. The incorporation of GOES data together with the use of the PM method further improves the model's capability of correctly estimating daytime LHF, owing to a sig nificant decrease of T and the associated q (T ) -q during the DAP. It is also demonstrated algorithm by forcing the model to make a more reasonable estimation of daytime LHF. It is also shown that an improvement in estimating LHF will be accompanied by a more accurate estimation of low-level moisture content and net radiation at the ground surface, etc.
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The GOES data on April 2 are available at OOZ, so only IGSP (static initialization) is possible on this date. The GOES sounding locations are shown in Fig. 4 .8a. The domains of the mean vertical temperature differences between the GOES data and model-generated data for the bottom and top halves of the atmosphere are illustrated in Fig. 4 .8b and c, respectively. It is also noted from these figures, that the bottom half of the mean vertical GOES temperature field over the central U. S. is cooler than the corresponding model-generated mean vertical temperature field. cantly reduced, such that the model has a higher possibility of making a better estimation of LHF during the simulation period that follows.
For 1-24 hr forecast period
The OGSP with the PM method shows a 58% overestimation of LHF. The assimilation of GOES data at the initial time period (lGSP) cools the model's low-level atmosphere and ground surface. The degree of overestimating daytime LHF by the MPM is then decreased to 14%. Less evaporative cooling of the ground surface is then expected, such that the GOES data insertion causes the ground temperature to be warmer. Subsequently, the temperature gradient between the model's lowest level and ground surface is made to be closer to reality. The mean T -T is 0.9 and 2.4 °C in the OGSP and lGSP, respectively, during the 1-24 hrFP.
g a
The observed mean T -T is 13.8 °C. The estimation of daytime SHF by the MBK and MPM g a with GOES data insertion is then more reasonable (comparing Fig. 4 .10.1 and 4. 11.lb).
For 25-48 hr forecast period
In the OGSP a precipitation rate of about 300 Wm-2 (5.2 mm in this 24 hr period) is pre dicted by the MBK and MPM at the SGP ARM site. Yet, there was no observed rainfall during this period of time. The rainfall event at the SGP ARM site predicted by the MBK without GOES data insertion leads to an overestimation of q and underestimation of daytime R by a � 39% (Fig. 4.10.2b) , owing to the existence of rain clouds and excessive low-level cloudiness.
There is less false rainfall predicted due to the more stable GOES data insertion. The MB K Vertically averaged temperature differences between GOES and model generated data of (a) bottom half (surface to 500 mb) of the atmosphere;
and (b) top half (500 to 50 mb) of the atmosphere at OOZ April 2, 1995. show 29% and 26% underestimation of daytime LHF, respectively. The corresponding I GSP with the bucket and PM methods show only 1 % and 2% underestimation of daytime LHF, respectively (Fig. 4.11-2 ).
For 49-72 hr forecast period
Observations showed no rainfall event and there is no precipitation in the MBK and MPM during th is period of time. The MBK and MPM overestimate daytime LHF by 69% and 33% (Fig. 4.10.3) , respectively, for the OGSP. The corresponding lGSP shows a more accurate estimation of daytime LHF (Fig. 4.1 1 .3) .
It is thus also concluded from this case study that the assimilation of GOES data using the proposed FDDA algorithm tends to have positive impacts on the model's estimation of day time LHF, which results from an effective decrease in T , T, and the associated q (T ) -q and Similar experiments are conducted using the GOES temperature data from January 9, 1995, which are available only at 12Z. It shows that the assimilation of GOES data via Gal Chen' s FDDA algorithm and nudging the model's temperature toward the GOES data at 12Z have a less positive impact on the model's estimation of daytime LHF than the previous two cases, which results from an insufficient decrease in T , T , and the associated q (T ) -q , and the OAP, such that the MBK and MPM with GOES data insertion show less than 15% improvement in the estimated LHF in the ensuing simulation period. In the 49-72 hr FP, the OGSP with the bucket method has a stratiform rainfall rate of 17 Wm-2 (0. 32 mm in the 24 hr period) over the SGP ARM site. However, no rain was observed during the same period. The - assimilation of relatively stable GOES data leads to the disappearance of bogus stratiform rainfall and causes excessive cloudiness over the SGP ARM site instead. The excessive cloudi ness is neither completely removed nor reduced by the assimilation of GOES data, and thus, there is little improvement in estimating Rnct' q •• by either the MBK or MPM with GOES data insertion. The GOES data obtained from the NESDIS in July 1995 have an extensive data void area, mainly due to excessive cloudiness, over the Colorado, New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas area. There is little information from the GOES data that is of use for data assimilation. Therefore, there is no case study for July 1995.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Surface moisture flux over land is an important forcing mechanism for the atmosphere over continents on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. It affects the formation process of low-level clouds or even precipitation. Segal et al. ( 1995) scaled the dependency of local convection on the Bowen ratio over uniform surfaces. They showed that a smaller Bowen ratio (the latent heat flux is greater than the sensible heat flux) would result in a higher thermody namic potential for deep convection. Much better precipitation forecasts can be expected due to a more realistic thermodynamic profile resulting from an improved estimation of ET (Beljaars et al. 1996) . Pan et al. (1996) demonstrated that a transient increase in soil moisture enhanced the total rainfall over their simulation domain. The increase in soil moisture could increase local rainfall when the lower atmosphere was thermally unstable and relatively dry. Thus, a more accurate estimation of surface ET will be very beneficial to the understanding of atmo sphere-land exchange process and to the comprehension of formation mechanisms of low level clouds and precipitation. In Part I of this study, the superiority of the PM method over the bucket method to parameterize surface ET was demonstrated. In Part II, a variational FOOA technique proposed by Gal-Chen (1983 ) is implemented into the PSU/NCAR MM4 system to study the impact of satellite measurements on the model's estimation of surface ET. As shown in CL97, a better estimation of daytime LHF will allow the model to make im proved estimations of sensible heat flux, net radiation at the ground surface, low-level mois ture content, etc. Results from the OSSEs and real GOES data assimilation experiments indi cate that the assimilation of satellite temperature measurements can cause not only a decrease in surface temperature T , and the associated moisture gradient at the ground surface q (T ) -g sat g q., but also a reduction in temperature at the lowest model level T., and the associated mixing ratio depression at the lowest model level q (T ) -q. The potential ET in the model's ground sat a a surface is then decreased during the OAP, such that the model is able to make better estimations of surface ET during the ensuing simulation or forecast period. Several important findings from the FDDA experiments are summarized as follows:
(1) The OSSEs indicate that the ground surface temperature (T g ), and the associated moisture gradient between the ground surfa ce and lowest model level [q ,01 (T g ) -q0], are primary con tributing factors that can affect the accuracy of estimating LHF by the bucket method. The assimilation of simulated satellite data results in a decrease in these three quantities during the OAP. This is equivalent to a decrease in potential ET during the DAP, such that the degree of overestimating LHF by the bucket method is decreased after the DAP.· (2) It reveals that temperature at the lowest model level (T . ) and the associated mixing ratio depression [q .. �(T.) -q.J at the lowest model level are the main factors that control the accu racy of estimating LHF by the PM method when the stomata! resistance is held constant.
The incorporation of simulated satellite data leads to a decrease in T a and the associated q,.1 (T.) -q 0 during the OAP. This causes a reduction in the estimated potential ET by the PM method. A more reasonable estimation of LHF by the PM method is anticipated in th e ensuing simulation period.
(3) The assimilation of real GOES data via Gal-Chen's FODA algorithm has a positive impact on the model's estimation of LHF, which results from a reduction in potential ET in the model's ground surface during the DAP, owing to a decrease in the model's mean vertical temperature of the lower atmosphere. According to the GOES temperature information, the model's lower atmosphere tends to be warmer over the central U. S. The assimilation of the colder GOES data in the lower atmosphere then results in a reduction in T , T , and theg a associated q (T ) -q, q (T ) -qa during the DAP, such that the model is able to make a s.at g a sat a more realistic estimation of LHF during the f o recast period.
(4) A higher frequency of GOES data insertion does not necessarily lead to a more accurate estimation of LHF by the model. Too :inuch shock or noise, i.e., imbalance between the model's temperature/wind fi elds and the GOES temperature field, may. be introduced into the model as the data insertion rate increases during the DAP, such that prediction may get worse.
(5) Static initialization, i.e., one set of GOES data insertion at the beginning of the model's integration, is often able to give a better estimation of LHF. This means it will be very feasible for operational numerical weather prediction models to adopt this FDDA algorithm to improve their estimation of boundary layer surface fluxes, temperature, and moisture fields since there is only a need of assimilating satellite data at the starting time of the model's integration. is then further decreased during the DAP. A smaller degree of overestimation of LHF by the model using either the bucket or PM method is then anticipated during the forecast period.
(7) The bucket method tends to lead to a worse estimation of LHF than the PM method (CL97).
However, the MBK with GOES data insertion has a higher possibility of making a better estimation of LHF than the MPM without GOES data insertion, as long as there is an effec tive decrease in the mean T and the associated mean q (T ) -q, during the DAP. (9) There is a higher possibility of excessive low-level cloudiness or false stratiform precipita tion in the MBK than that in the MPM since the bucket method has an inherent tendency to provide excessive moisture supply from the ground surface (CL97). The model using the PM method, which has an upper bound to estimate the LHF (CL97), shows no or less precipitation in the same period. The assimilation of GOES data, whose vertically averaged temperature is cooler in the lower atmosphere and warmer in the upper atmosphere over the central U. S., makes the model' s atmosphere more stable. Thus, the model with GOES data insertion has a smaller probability of generating spurious stratiform rainfall over the SGP ARM site.
Subsequently, the SHF, Rnet, etc., estimated by the model are more reasonable.
vertical level of the model can only be either in layer 1 or layer 2. Mathematically speaking, to achieve the concept of (1) and (2) as stated above, one needs to minimize the following variational problem :
L (T: -T: )2 == min(imum) ,
n subj ect to the constraints set by satellite measurements :
L w �T 0 =Iv. 
or 2( T :-T: ) +A! = 0 ,
and the constraint (A 7) becomes:
! LT: = I� = mean temperature (or radiance) detected by satellite for thickness n layer 1 (or layer 2, etc.) . for layer 1. Similarly arguments hold for layer 2, layer3 , etc.
To fulfill the concepts (1) and (2), therefore, one simply needs to replace the model's mean layer temperature with that retrieved from satellite measurements.
On the other hand, one notices that the use of the adjusted temperature (Ta) will makes n the corresponding geopotential height ( z�) no longer compatible with the momentum equations of the model. That is, the goepotential fields computed from r are not in balance with n the original equations of motion of the model. Therefore, there is a need to seek a geopotential za which is a mixture of the model's original geopotential heights ZP and the geopotential heights ( zr) calculated based on the adjusted temperature (Ta) through hydrostatic approximation azr = -Rr . The final adjusted geopotential height za will (a) satisfy the momenaln p tum equations at least in a least square sense, and (b) be as close as possible to zt which contains the information from satellite measurements. (A l6) where a , p, and y are empirical weights.
Applying the first variation on (A l6) to get,
I
[2a( az a -azr ) aoza + 2 a ( aza -azr ) aoza + 2 P( aza -azP ) aoza 
